We have calculated the self-consistent paramagnetic electronic structure of cubic Lavesphase ZrV2, ZrFe2, and ZrCo2, using the augmented-plane-wave method and the local- 
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a great deal of experimental in-. terest in the cubic Laves (C15) structure intermetallic compounds due to the wide range of electrical, magnetic, and alloying properties exhibited by many of them. In this paper we present the results of a theoretical investigation of the electronic structure of the C15 compounds ZrVz, ZrCo2, and ZrFez using the self-consistent augmented-plane-wave (APW) method. We use these results to study magnetism and superconductivity in these materials
In 1968, Kai et al. ' The pseudobinary system (Zr"Hf1 ")Vq shows an interesting correlation between T, and T~, viz. , the maximum T, corresponds to the minimum T . ZrV2 is also a good enough hydrogen-storage material to have generated a great deal of technological interest. ' The hydrogen-storage behavior of ZrCo2 on the other hand is quite poor by comparison. ' The remainder of the paper is organized into six more sections. The APW band-structure methodol- Fig. 1 
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Although all of our energy-band calculations were performed for a paramagnetic system, here we will discuss the magnetic properties for the three com- In order to compare our results with theirs we first have to generalize the Stoner theory to finite temperature since the variation in X(T) found experimentally may result from the variation in X,z(T) inIduced by the fine structure in n(E) near Ez (see Fig.   4 ).
Following the development of Pickett, we write
with X"q an assumed temperature-independent orbital contribution, and 0 I ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' or theoretical values for atomic V and Zr.
From Fig. 6 it is seen that the temperature dependence of X(T) above 100 K is well described by either theoretical calculation. In this temperature range ZrV2 is in the cubic Laves phase corresponding to the crystal structure assumed in the APW calculations. In the region below 150 K, X(T) falls precipitously as the crystal undergoes a phase transition to the rhombohedral structure, and our theory, which predicts the cubic state behavior, deviates Thus, the susceptibility analysis leads us to conclude that there is a substantial (-30%) reduction in n(EF) for the transformed crystal. This result is in concert with what one would expect based on the idea that the cubic-to-rhombohedral transition is driven by an instability induced by the high sharp peak in n(E) near EF which drives a phonon instability. Upon making the phase transition one would expect that the lower-symmetry phase has a reduced n(EF) value which passivates the phonon instability and therefore leads to an overall stiffening of the phonon spectrum. This has been observed in ZrV2 and similarly behaving Hf Vq (see below}.
V. SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
We have calculated the electron-ion interaction constant g for all three materials using the rigid MT theory of Gaspari and Gyorffy rl~=n(EF)(I EF m n(E~) X +2(1+1)stn (5(+, -51 ) (,) (,) l (14) where 5I are scattering phase shifts at EF for atom a and angular momentum 1, nI'" (EF) are "freescatterer" DOS's defined in Ref. 44 The increases in both quantities are qualitatively correct, but too large in magnitude.
We mention two factors which can lower T, from these calculated values. First, it is clear that the effective electron-phonon interaction A, ,ff in systems with sharp structure in n(E) which determines T, is proportional not to n(EF), but to some effective value resulting from virtual phonon exchange averaging n(E) over a range EF +co,"with the maximum phonon energy co,"-2 mRy for ZrVz.
Second, . actual ZrVq samples contain defects which also broaden structure in n(E). For the DOS function shown in Fig. 4 
